An enquiry-based approach to learning that helps students think and learn about science.

Oxford International Primary Science

MODULE TOPICS
- Ourselves
- What is it Made Of?
- Living and Growing
- Pushes and Pulls
- Making Sounds
- Growing Plants
- Student Glossary

MODULE TOPICS
- Skeleton and Muscles
- Solids, Liquids and Gases
- How Magnets Work
- Habitats
- Making Circuits
- Sound
- Student Glossary

MODULE TOPICS
- Light and Dark
- Electricity
- Changing Materials
- Looking at Rocks
- Day and Night
- Plants and Animals Around Us
- Student Glossary

MODULE TOPICS
- The Way We See Things
- Evaporation and Condensation
- The Life Cycle of a Flowering Plant
- Investigating Plant Growth
- Earth’s Movements
- Shadows
- Student Glossary

MODULE TOPICS
- Life Processes
- Materials
- Flowering Plants
- Introducing Forces
- The Senses
- Keeping Healthy
- Student Glossary

MODULE TOPICS
- Human Organs and Systems
- Reversible and Irreversible Changes
- Food Chains
- Electrical Conductors and Insulators
- Caring for the Environment
- Mass and Weight
- Student Glossary

Oxford International Primary Science supports the Cambridge Primary Science Curriculum Framework. For more information visit www.oxfordprimary.com